The Sixth Generation
by Father Chad Ripperger

The Poem of the Soul - Bad Path by Louis Janmot

xorcists refer to evil spirits that are passed
Some psychologists would simply attribute the behavior
from one person to another as “generational
of the child as being “learned” from the parent. While that
spirits.” The reason for labeling these spirits
can be true, there are still certain behaviors which confes“generational” is that they are most often obsors testify children contract from the generational spirit,
served passing from parents to children. Gensince they would have no direct knowledge of the parent’s
erational spirits are normally passed when
sins. An example is hearing the confesone person commits some kind of grave sin,
sion of a nine- or ten-year old who has had
The spiritual forces
introducing the demon into the household.
no exposure to pornography or anything
driving history are
Once there, he begins the process of tempting
indecent, yet suddenly begins suffering
and affecting others in the household so that
real and they are real serious and unrelenting temptations against
he can attach himself to those other people.
the Sixth Commandment. This is because
because they affect
The passing of generational spirits is not just
the father of the house has been regularly
real people who in
between parents and children but may occur
viewing pornography or falls repeatedly
when people are in close contact with each
a limited way direct into grave sin against the Sixth and Ninth
other for long periods of time, when they live
Commandments.
the
ﬂow
of
history.
or work around another person. The process
Generational spirits can stay with
is not mechanical in the sense that it is like an
one person in a family and be passed on
airborne virus that passes. Rather, the passing of generational
through subsequent generations, the fourth, ﬁfth, or even
spirits is a spiritual reality which occurs due to a variety of
further. The generational spirit can sometimes skip people
factors, including: the state of the soul of the one receiving the
within a generation and this is due to the fact that Christ
generational spirit (someone in the state of grace is less likely
determines every iota of a person’s spiritual battle and
to be affected; someone in the state of mortal sin lacks protecHe can block the passing on of a generational spirit to a
tion); the relationship one has to the person (children under the
particular individual. Generational spirits can be blocked
authority of the parents are more susceptible); one’s spiritual
and removed from a family tree by members of the family
life (the more one meditates, prays, receives the Sacraments
reciting various prayers.
regularly, especially Holy Communion and Confession, the
However, that is the topic for another article. The topic
less likely one will be affected); and one’s use of sacramentals
of this article is the generational spirits of the past ﬁve
(such as the Saint Benedict Medal, Scapular, or Holy Water,
generations. Demons invert the order established by God
which provide some protection).
and they often do so by mimicking the things of God. God
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assigns each person a Guardian Angel, which is common
sixth generation, now being born, whose direction, if the
knowledge among Catholics. Many Catholics, however,
sixth generational spirit gets its way, does not bode well.
do not know that the pious tradition also tells us that God
assigns Guardian Angels to families, corporations, certain
The Lost Generation
buildings, churches, parishes, states, countries, and regions.
To begin, we go back to the generation which came of age
Demons do the inverse. By the permissive will of God,
during and shortly after World War I; this generation becertain demons afﬂict families, corporations, parishes,
came known as the “Lost Generation,”1 a term popularized
by Ernest Hemingway in his novel, The Sun Also Rises.
countries, and regions. But one area often overlooked in this
This generation is also known as the World War I generadiscussion is how demons invert the order established by
tion, and it saw everything from the advent of the automoGod in relation to a particular generation.
bile in daily life (some of them even may have plowed a
Each generation has a “vocation” of a sort. The word
ﬁeld with a horse) to seeing man step upon the moon. It is
vocation is not used in the proper or strict sense of the
a complex generation because some of this generation did
word, referring to a calling to the priesthood or religious
not adopt the values of their parents, but instead indulged
life, but in the loose sense, indicating that each generain hedonism. However, most members of this generation
tion is called by God to accomplish certain tasks, ﬁght off
followed the traditions of their parents, especially in the
certain evils, achieve certain perfections, etc. God assigns
area of religion.
an angel to protect that generation and sometimes the
One hallmark of this generation was their appropriaangel is one who is given to help the generation overcome
tion of suffering. In my experience,
the problems it faces. But demons,
in the experience of many others,
by the permissive will of God, also
The generational spirit of
and from what we read, this is the
afﬂict a generation. It does not take
the Lost Generation was the
generation that could suffer without
a doctorate in moral or spiritual thespirit
of
non-communication.
complaining. They went through the
ology to recognize that the Church
First World War (although most did
and the world are in a particularly
That generation simply did
not ﬁght in it); they went through
bad state, morally and spiritually.
not talk to their children or
the Great Depression; they also went
How did we get here?
at
least
did
not
communicate
through the Second World War and
A great deal of solid scholarly
most did not ﬁght in that war either.
work has shown how the connecto their children the ability
But the ability to endure suffering
tion of ideas and the ﬂow of history
to embrace their cross,
and to offer it up was almost at the
got us to this point, but rarely does
level of instinct. In fact, for them
any of this scholarship touch on the
appropriate one’s suffering
suffering was such a part of life
preternatural side of the equation.
for virtue’s sake, in the way
that to talk about it was like talking
The answer to how we got here is
that they actually did it.
about the rate of growth of the grass
complex, involving many differoutside. Life was suffering, a valle
ent agents, causes, and effects, so
lacrimarum – a vale of tears – and so one simply did not
to simplify an explanation of the bad state of affairs as
talk about it.
merely a “preternatural problem” would be far too facile
Therein lies the beginning of the problem, in my estimaand narrow in scope. The spiritual forces driving history
tion, that would lead to a complete societal breakdown.
are real and they are real because they affect real people
The generational spirit of the Lost Generation was the
who in a limited way direct the ﬂow of history. Obviously,
spirit of incommunication. That generation simply did not
God is the “Lord of History” and the ﬂow of history is
talk to their children or communicate to them the abilultimately up to Him, but God does use secondary causes
ity to embrace their cross, appropriate one’s suffering for
(human beings) to determine history to some degree.
virtue’s sake, in the way that they actually did it. This is not
The purpose of this article is to examine the spiritual
a conscious fault on their part, from what can be gathered,
causes of how we got here by focusing on a rather narrow
but it is the common experience of their children, many of
area of spiritual reality: demons, or more speciﬁcally, genwhom are alive today and testify to the truth of this observaerational spirits. Not everyone in a particular generation
tion. This was a generation of austerity and simplicity: they
will be affected by the particular generational spirit of that
owned only what they needed, no more and no less. Part
generation. It is not the purpose of this article to talk about
of this was the effect of suffering through the Depresindividuals and their spirits but about how each of the last
sion, part of it from simply not having a lot of money
ﬁve generations has had a generational spirit, easily identithroughout life. However, the simplicity and austerity was
ﬁable, which has afﬂicted it. Lastly, we will talk about the
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a sign that even after the suffering had ended, they did not
indulge themselves; that would come in a later generation.
To indulge oneself, one first has to avoid suffering.

Why? Because following Tradition requires self-discipline,
self-control, and, above all, self-denial. If one is to pass on
Tradition, intact, he can only do so by putting himself aside,
making sure he does not interject himself into it, and pass it
The “Greatest” Generation?
on without tainting it. The “Greatest” Generation did nothTom Brokaw coined the term “the Greatest Generation”
ing of the sort. It was this generation that wrought Vatican II
to describe the generation which grew up in the United
and its aftermath. It was this generation that brought about a
States during the Great Depression and fought in World
loosening of disciplinary requirements in the Church. It was
War II, as well as those whose productivity within the war’s
this generation that allowed dissent, unorthodoxy, and imhome-front made a decisive material contribution to the war
morality to have a life in the Church. It was this generation
effort. Brokaw opined that it was the greatest generation any
that began the sweeping under the carpet of the pedophile
society has ever produced and that those of this generation
problem, the homosexual problem among the clergy,2 that
fought not for fame and recognition, but because it was the
rejected and did not enforce or teach the immorality of conright thing to do. This generation is sometimes referred to as
traception. In effect, this generation was handed a Church
the G.I. Generation.
that by some accounts could be considered at its prime
However, it is hard to share Mr.
morally, spiritually, and financially, and
Brokaw’s enthusiasm for this generation.
they passed on to us a Church whose
While it is true that men and women
members are spiritually, morally, and
of this generation are some of the most
financially bankrupt.
decent people one will encounter, there
In order to maintain discipline, to
was a flaw in this generation that began
maintain orthodoxy, to maintain the
a cascade of events that would land us
good of the Church, self-denial and
in the worst state in recent history. That
embracing the Cross was necessary.
generation grew up during the Great
Instead, the indulgence of “embracing
Vanity by Nicolas Regnier
Depression, but they did not appropriate
the modern world” was given pride of
their suffering while going through it.
place. It is arguable that the “Greatest”
They did not embrace their cross in
Generation is one of the worst generaWhat the “Greatest”
the manner that their parents did. They
tions in the history of the Church, for
Generation failed to realize Modernism (one of the worst heresies
fought the Second World War, but
is that by not embracing
they came back determined that “this
– if not the worst heresy – in the history
would never happen again.” Underlyof the Church) was permitted, promottheir cross, one of the
ing their great deeds was a spirit that
ed, and embraced under the eye of this
greatest crosses they would generation. And what of their children?
was unwilling to suffer. They could
deny themselves, even with ease when
have is to watch their
necessary, but they did not like it.
Baby Boomers
children who would be
Their generational spirit was a lack
A Baby Boomer is a person who was
undisciplined, disrespectful born during the demographic Postof mortification, an inappropriation of
suffering. How could this accusation
to authority, and licentious. World War II baby boom between the
be levied against a generation that did
years 1946 and 1964, according to the
so much for this country; fought the
U.S. Census Bureau. This generation
Second World War and were hallmarked as hard workers?
is also known as the “Hippie Generation,” describing the
They did it because their goal was not to attain spiritual perhippie subculture that originally arose in the United States
fection by the perfection of virtue. Rather it was to obtain
in the mid-1960s. The hippies adopted the disordered values
something materially better, primarily for their children.
of the Beat Generation, created their own communities,
They indulged their children, as we shall discuss in the next
listened to psychedelic rock music, furthered the sexual
generation, to the degree that they could within the confines
revolution, and some of this generation used a variety of
of decency, but indulged them nonetheless.
forms of drugs to experience altered states of consciousness.
They indulged them by giving them things which prior
This generation came of age at a time when technology
generations would have warned against, and they indulged
could indulge them through the various disordered activities
them by removing any obstacle to their indulgence. How do
in which they engaged. The generational spirit of the Baby
we know this? Let us not forget that this is the generation
Boomer Generation is indocility through intemperance.
which blocked the passing on of Tradition in the Church.
Because the “Greatest” Generation indulged them and did
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term generally includes people born from the early 1960s
not pass on the traditions of their fathers which required
through the early 1980s, usually no later than 1981 or 1982.
discipline and self-denial, the Baby Boomer generation was
This generation is sometimes called the “Thirteenth Generaallowed to engage in various forms of intemperance. Aside
tion.” Generation Y7 describes the demographic cohort folfrom those who went to the Vietnam War, there was very
lowing Generation X. Authors have used birth dates ranging
little hardship in their lives except that which they ended up
somewhere from the mid-1970s to the late 1980s, early or
ascribing to their parents.
mid 1990s, or as late as the early 2000’s to define this generaThis intemperance led to indocility. Docility is the virtue
tion. This generation is also known as the “Me Generation”
by which a person is able to be easily led by someone who
because the members of this generation are noted for their
knows more or who is above him. Due to the fact that the
narcissism. They are often hallmarked by their entitlement
appetites, when left to themselves through intemperance,
mind set.
will not tolerate being denied, the Baby Boomers became
The generational spirit of Generation X and Generation
indocile because to be led, again, requires self-denial. It
Y is a spirit of amorality or the absence of religiosity. The
requires a willingness to be humiliated through exposure of
members of this generation are often hallmarked by nice
one’s ignorance and folly in order to be shown what is the
3
personalities, somewhat easy to get along with, and are not
right thing. Also, intemperance affects judgment by making
mean spirited. They are not “immoral” in the sense which we
one think that what is, in fact, sinful is morally acceptable.
Saint Thomas observes that one of the effects of lust is
will see with the next generation. They are unlikely to steal
hatred of God because He forbids the use of the generative
another’s property, hurt others, or argue with others. They
4
faculty in a disordered way. Hatred of God is simply the
tend not to see the point of religion and this is the generation
extreme of indocility in which one must
that was first allowed “to choose which
put away what one wants in order to do
religion” it would follow. That set the
Underlying their great
what is right.
stage for the Sixth Generation, which is
deeds was a spirit that was
But the indocility led to a profound
their progeny.
unwilling to suffer. They could
impiety within this generation. Piety
is the virtue by which one honors
Generation Z
deny themselves, even with
those who are above him. The Baby
“Generation Z”8 is a common name
ease
when
necessary,
but
they
Boomers simply unpacked the impiety
in the United States and other Western
did not like it.
of the rejection of Tradition5 of the
nations for the group of people born
“Greatest” Generation who blocked
from the early or mid-1990s to the
it. What the “Greatest” Generation failed to realize is that
present, with the earliest date starting in 1990. This generaby not embracing their cross, one of the greatest crosses
tion is the one that is completely plugged into technology.
they would have is to watch their children who would be
It is the generation that has gone without a coherent moral
undisciplined, disrespectful to authority, and licentious.
code, religious doctrine, or societal norms. This generation is
Baby Boomers are a fine example of the words: “what you
also the one that was left at daycare where no moral training
6
sow, so shall you reap.”
was ever given them. Unlike Generations X and Y, who may
But the impiety was not merely toward the parents. Pihave been spanked or reprimanded when they did something
ety is a two-fold virtue in which one not only honors one’s
wrong, even though not much was taught to them as to why
superiors but also one takes due solicitude toward those
it was wrong, this generation received no moral formation at
under his care. The Baby Boomers are hallmarked by an
all from their parents. If they did receive moral formation, it
tended to be what is in the general culture today where sins
inability to be led, a disrespect for authority, a clamoring
are often described more in terms of how one hurt the envifor power under the guise of “democracy,” or by the ruse
ronment than how one offended God. This is the generation
of accusing an authority of being dictatorial. However,
which has ended up really having little or no moral compass
once they manage to gain the position of authority through
at all. For this reason, those who are older in this generation
“democracy” or some other means, they either are ruthless,
are beset by a spirit of depravity. As can be gained by any
disregard the good of their subjects, are selfish and overly
cursory search on the Internet, many of the older members of
demanding, or they simply do not care about the state of
this generation are engaging in forms of activity and behavaffairs under their purview or the people under them.
ior that prostitutes of ages past would have had the decency
to refuse. This is the inversion generation in the sense that
Generations X and Y
often what they consider acceptable (the term “moral” is not
The children of the Baby Boomers are known as “Generation
used by this generation since psychology has managed to
X” and “Generation Y.” While there appears no universally
reduce that word into the pejorative) is the inverse of what
agreed upon set of years which constitute Generation X, the
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the “Greatest” Generation would have
considered acceptable, everything from
living together as a norm before marriage to viewing same-sex “marriage”
as a “non-issue” because they cannot
see why others are hung up with it. This
does not bode well, because the younger
members of this generation are starting
to show the signs of a spirit that will become full blown in the next generation.

in occult practices or things pertaining
to the demonic can find themselves
the companions of the same. But no
mistake should be made. The trajectory of moral depravity and curiosity
in occult matters will result in the next
generation wanting or actually having
open worship of other “gods.”

Conclusion

From a simple generation gap between
the Lost Generation who never fully
This author refers to the next generation,
communicated the virtue of appropriatsome of which are under the age of five The Poem of the Soul - Reality by Louis Janmot
ing suffering, to the “Greatest” Generaand which will continue for the next
tion in which the willingness to suffer
decade or so, as the Sixth Generation,
was never embraced, from the two
The generation is coming
since it is the sixth generation since
generational spirits of incommunication
which will be the full
the Lost Generation. This generation
and unwillingness to suffer, a spiritual
will have a spirit that is not like any of
and moral collapse of a society, the
inversion of the tradition
the other generations. Exorcists know
likes of which have not been seen for
passed on both in and out
that the introduction into the occult is
some time, is reaching its zenith. From a
almost always accomplished through
simple spirit which enticed a generation
of the Church. However,
immorality, especially immorality in
to reject suffering, to allow their children
God will not abandon man:
the areas of the Sixth and Ninth Comto be indulged, they set the subsequent
extraordinary graces appear generations on a path that they most
mandments. Once a person has fully
indulged himself in those areas, the
to be given to the children of likely would never have imagined. The
demons begin leading the individual
generation is coming which will be the
down a path toward worship of demons the younger generation which full inversion of the tradition passed on
and involvement in demonic activity
both in and out of the Church. However,
have rarely been seen.
such as witchcraft. The previous genGod will not abandon man: extraordieration’s slow descent into the sexual depravity of the prior
nary graces appear to be given to the children of the younger
generation, fueled by a prolific pornography industry, has
generation which have rarely been seen. ✠
opened the door to the spirit of paganism.
Notes
We are already seeing the precursors of this spirit: the
1. For each generation there are a variety of names and descriptions of their characteriswildly successful Harry Potter series, the Twilight saga,
tics which can found by any cursory search on the Internet.
and other vampire and werewolf movies. One thing that is
2. The fact that the Sacred Congregation for Religious put out a document (Religiosorum institutio) in 1961 that warned about the ordaining of homosexuals was a sign
of note is how attached Generation Z is to the Harry Potter
that the “Greatest” Generation was allowing them in.
series and how vehemently the parents of Generation Z will
3. See Father Chad Ripperger, Introduction to the Science of Mental Health, Vol. 1, Ch.
defend the licitness of their kids reading these books and
9, and Vol. 3, part II, section D (pp. 747-752).
watching these films. Moreover, the vice of curiosity is in
4. Ibid.
full bloom with the advent of every form of paranormal TV
5. See this author’s forthcoming book The Binding Force of Tradition.
program and movie, as well as the drastic rise in witchcraft
6. Galatians 6:7.
which exorcists and other priests have noticed. As saints,
7. Generation Y is also known as the Millennial Generation (or Millennials), The
Facebook Generation, Generation Next, Net Generation or Echo Boomers.
theologians, and exorcists have pointed out for centuries,
8.
Generation X is also known as Generation M (for multitasking), Generation C (for
the vice of curiosity is one of the primary entrances into
Connected Generation), the Net Generation, or the Internet Generation.
the occult. Curiosity is not being used in the colloquial
sense of someone who simply wants to learn more. Rather,
Father Ripperger is a priest in the diocese of
it is used to indicate an intellectual vice in which a person
Tulsa, Oklahoma. He is a frequent contributor to
seeks after knowledge that is not suited to his state in life.
The Latin Mass magazine and the author of sevThe Fathers of the Church observed that Eve’s first sin was
eral books including the three-volume Introduccuriosity, and exorcists have known from repeated experition to the Science of Mental Health. Father has
ence that children and adults who do not curb their interest
a forthcoming book entitled: The Binding Force of Tradition.
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Remember to Include Gregorian
Masses in Your Will…

and have them offered for your departed loved ones.
A Catholic tradition for
over 1300 years, Gregorian Masses are a series
of Thirty Holy Masses
offered on thirty consecutive days exclusively for
the repose of the soul of a
departed person. This pious
practice comes down to us
from Pope Saint Gregory
the Great who was the ﬁrst
to popularize it. The Saint
relates in his Dialogues
how, when he had fnished
a series of thirty Masses for a departed monk, the
monk miraculously appeared to tell him that he
had thus gained entry into glory on completion of
the Masses.
The Sacred Congregation for Indulgences has
declared that the conﬁdence of the faithful in the
special efﬁcacy of the Gregorian Masses is “pious
and reasonable” (August 24, 1888). The special
fruits of these Masses apply only to the deceased.

What a Comfort
After my mother’s death,
my sisters and I wanted to
do something for her (maybe
to make up for all the things
we put her through while she
was still living). Having the
Gregorian Masses offered for
her brought us great comfort;
we knew we were giving her
what she needed most—and
at the time she most needed it.
It was one last thing we could
give her - MM
“My wife and I have had Gregorian Masses offered for
the repose of the souls of our parents and siblings and other
departed members of our family. And we have arranged for
this series of Masses to be offered for our own souls after our
deaths. All Catholics should arrange for Gregorian Masses
to be offered for their souls and for the souls of their deceased loved ones!” - HW

Provide for Gregorian Masses in Your Will
You may want to consider setting aside a stipend
in your will for Gregorian Masses to be offered
for the repose of your soul after your death. The
Clear Creek Monastery, where the monks offer the
Tridentine Mass daily, is one of only a few places
that offer Gregorian Masses.

Where There Is A Will There Is A Way…
Please consider including our Apostolate in your
will. Keep the Faith, Inc. is a federally tax-exempt
organization under 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code. Tax ID #22-2405221.
+EEP THE &AITH s  ,AKE 3TREET s 2AMSEY .* 

How to Have Gregorian Masses Offered According to the Extraordinary Rite
Contact the Clear Creek Monastery and mail a minimum
stipend of $300 to: Clear Creek Monastery
5804 West Monastery Road
Hulbert, OK 74441-5698
Our Lady of the Annunciation of Clear Creek is a monastic foundation
of the French Abbey Notre Dame de Fontgombault, itself a foundation of Saint Pierre de Solesmes.
The monks can also offer a Novena of Masses as requested for a minimum stipend of $90.
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